HOW TO FIND A ROADWAY SECTION AADT COUNT

Road Lookup Table

New for this year, DelDOT has added a Road Lookup Table to help in locating traffic count road segments that you wish to view. The Road Lookup Table includes the Road Name in alphabetical order, the Maintenance Road Number(s), and the general Location of the roadway. While some roads keep the same Maintenance Road Number for the entire length of the road, some will have multiple Maintenance Road Numbers. For example, Bryants Corner Road in Kent County is made up of Maintenance Road Numbers K 205, K103, & K 219. As in this example, The Maintenance Road Numbers that comprise a continuous road may not necessarily be in sequential order.

While one portion of the Traffic Summary Book, groups roads by U.S. & Delaware Route Number, the majority of the roads are listed numerically by Maintenance Road Number. Please refer to the Road Lookup Table to find the proper Maintenance Road Number for each segment within the Maintenance Road Number portion of the summary, not the Route portion. This will help in finding the traffic count for the segment(s) that you may be interested in viewing.